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Abstract:- The main goal of Named Entity Recognition (NER) is to classify all Named Entities (NE) in a document into predefined classes like
Person name, Location name, Organization name and Miscellaneous. This paper outlines Named Entity Recognizer using hybrid approach i.e.,
combination of Rule based approach and one of the Machine learning technique i.e, Conditional Random Field (CRF). In Rule based approach
we have prepared Gazetteer lists for names of persons, locations and organizations; some suffix and prefix features and dictionary consisting
350266 words to recognize the category of named entities. If ambiguity is rised while we are using Rule based approach, we use Machine
learning technique i.e., CRF in order to improve the accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
NLP is a component of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
NLP is the ability of a computer program to understand
human speech as it is spoken. The ultimate goal of NLP is to
provide Human Computer Interaction (HCI) i.e., a human
can communicate with a computer in his native language
even without having any knowledge about computer
languages like C, C++, Java, Oracle, etc.,[14].
In English language, lot of work has been done in
NER, where capitalization is a major clue for developing
rules[16]. Developing Named Entity Recognizer is a very
difficult process in Indian languages such as Telugu, Hindi,
Tamil, Bengali, Kanada, Urdu etc., due to lack of
capitalization concept and sufficient gazetteers and
annotated corpora are unavailable compared to English. We
recognize that NEs are usually nouns, so we maintain a
dictionary for Noun Identification.
1.1. HISTORY
The history of NLP started in the year 1950, although
work can be found from earlier periods. In 1950, Alan
Turing published his famous article "Computing Machinery
and Intelligence", he proposed now popularly called the
Turing test as a criterion of intelligence. Some successful
NLP systems developed in the 1960s were SHRDLU, a
natural language system working in restricted "blocks
worlds" with restricted vocabularies, and ELIZA, a
simulation of a Rogerian psychotherapist, written by Joseph
Weizenbaum around 1964 to 1966. In 1970's many
programmers written 'conceptual ontologies', which
structured real-world information into computerunderstandable data[15]. Up to the 1980s, most NLP

systems were based on complex sets of hand-written rules.
Many of the notable early successes occurred in the field of
machine translation, due especially to work at IBM
Research, where successively more complicated statistical
models were developed. Recent research has increasingly
focused on unsupervised and semi-supervised learning
algorithms[2].
1.2. APPLICATIONS of NER
NER is a crucial tool in almost all of the NLP
applications,
 Information Retrieval (IR),
 Information Extraction (IE),
 Question Answering (QA),
 Machine Translation (MT),
 Text Summarization (TS) etc.,
NER is a two phase problem:- one phase is Identification of
Proper Noun and another is classification of the Proper
Noun into a set of predefined classes.
1.3. Approaches of NER
There are three approaches for developing NER,
[1] Rule based approach: In Rule based approach we
maintain gazetteer lists and need to maintain rules which
was developed by linguistic experts [17].
Disadvantage: It is very difficult to maintain gazetteer lists
and to develop rules since Telugu is a resource poor
language.
[2] Machine learning approach: We use so many Machine
learning techniques where no need to maintain any gazetteer
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lists and rules. But, here we have to maintain trained data,
based on trained data it will give required output to test data.






Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs)
Conditional Random Field (CRF)
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Decision Tree (DT)

Disadvantage: Maintaining trained data is not so easy and
we can’t resolve ambiguity completely.











No capitalization
Brahmi script
Non-availability of large gazetteer lists
Lack of standardization and spelling
Indian names are ambiguous
Lack of labeled data
Scarcity of resources and tools
Free word order language
Lack of dictionaries
3.

[3] Hybrid Approach: Hybrid approach is a combination of
Rule based approach and Machine learning techniques.
Since it is not so easy to resolve ambiguity either by using
Rule based approach or any one of the Machine learning
technique. So, we use Hybrid approach in order improve
accuracy to 100%.
1.4 Motivation
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an essential
technology for a number of propelled majority of the data
management applications, such as search engines, question
answering systems, text mining and business intelligence.
All of these applications can profit from exact NER such as
search engines and question answering systems can be
improved by permitting searches and inquires for particular
persons, organizations or locations. In text mining, exact
NER will permit the development of databases with
information wrenching out regarding specific entities.
Multilingual NER applications are cross-language
information retrieval, and business intelligence applications,
where information about a specific person or organization
has to be wrenched from textual sources in different
languages.
1.5. Challenges
Very minimum work has been completed in NLP,
especially in Indian Languages still 1950’s. NER is a
subtask of many applications of NLP; so, it plays a major
role in NLP. It is very difficult to develop NER in Indian
Languages, especially in Telugu, due to unavailability of
resources, dictionaries, linguistics rules, gazetteer lists. So, it
becomes a great challenge to maintain resources for
developing Named Entity Recognizer. Ambiguity is also
major challenge of NER.
2.

PROBLEMS IN INDIAN LANGUAGES

In English, due to capitalization concept and
availability of web resources it is somewhat easy to develop
NLP applications [15]. But, in Indian languages, problems
faces are

PROBLEMS IN TELUGU LANGUAGE

Telugu language faces many problems since it is an
inflectional language and problems faces are,
3.1. Variations of NEs:
Indian names are also more diverse i.e., there is lot of
variations for a given named entities Example:
[1] వ.ై యస్.ఆర్, వ.ై యస్.రజశేఖ రెడ్ి డ, వై యస్ ఆర్,
వై .యస్, రజశేఖర్ రెడ్ి డ, .......
[2] టి.ఆర్.యస్, తెరస, టి ఆర్ యస్,టి.ఆర్.యస్ నురటీ,
తెలంగణా రషీ ర సమితి, ........
3.2. Ambiguity with NE type: Words in Indian language
have more than one meaning [11].
Person name Vs Organization name:
[1] డ్ా.రెడ్ి డ
(Person name)
Vs
డ్ా.రెడ్ి డ లయాబ్స్

(Organization name)

Person name Vs Location name:
[1] రంగరెడ్ి డ
(Person name)
Vs
రంగరెడ్ి డ జిలయా

(Location name)

[2] తిరుతి

(Person name)
Vs

తిరుతి

(Location name)

Location name Vs Organization name:
[1] విశకటనం
(Location name)
Vs
విశకటనం థరమల్ వర్ స్టీషన్ (Organization name)
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3.3. Ambiguity with common noun:
[1] బంగరు
(Person name)

Telugu grammar books. Some of the noun suffix lists are
used for the identification of nouns[19]. For Example:

Vs
బంగరు

(Common noun)

[2] రజు

(Person name)
Vs

రజు

(Common noun)
4.






MODULES:

User interface
Noun Identification
Named Entity List
NE Identification
Using Rule based approach
Using Conditional Random Field

4.1. User interface
User interface is visible to the users who can request
their queries and can see the result for their queries.
For example,
Input: యస్ియూనివరస్టి తిరుతిలో ఉంది
Output: యస్ియూనివరస్టి (Organization name)
తిరుతి

(Location name)

4.2. Noun Identification
Noun identification is very easy in English language
because of the number of dictionaries, inflection lists, suffix
lists and other resources that are available in the Web. In
Indian languages like Telugu, these resources are
unavailable. We have to develop gazetteer lists and
language-dependent rules for the specific language.
Nouns are identified by using two approaches[3],
(a) Using Dictionary
(b) Using suffix list for common nouns
4.2.1. Using Dictionary
This approach requires the loading of the computer
system with a dictionary of Telugu language. This
dictionary contains 350266 words with root forms. We can
also update dictionary with new words. It is helpful for
identification of closed class words, such as, adjectives,
adverbs, verbs, conjunctions and root forms for nouns.
Nouns may also appear with various inflected forms. We
have to identify the nouns by using various suffix features
and rules.
4.2.2. Using suffix list for common nouns
The rules for Noun identification are framed after
studying various articles, news papers, periodicals and

Table1: Suffix list for nouns
4.3. Named Entity List
Three NE Lists (Named Entity list) are maintained,
(a) Person_name list
(b) Location list
(c) Organization list
4.4. NER Identification
4.4.1. Using Rule based Approach
Suffix features
Every language uses some particular patterns which
may act as end words in proper names and list of this type
of words is called suffix list [4].
Examples:
Person suffixes:
శరమ, రజు, నాయుడు, చౌదరస, మూరసి, రెడ్ి డ, రవు, శస్ి ,ి బాబు,
గరు,.....
Example: [1] రవిశస్ి ి
[2] రమయరవు
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Location suffixes:
వడ, టనం, జిలయా, రషీ ంర , ురం, ల్లా , మండలం, వీది, దేశం,.....

Organization name:
శఖ, ఼టము, సంసీ , కైత్న్, సాెల్, బడ్డ, కలేజీ, ఇనిటిటృాట్,

Example: [1] చిత్త
ి రుజిలయా

కళాశల,......

[2] ఫారత్దేశం

Example: [1] విదాానికైత్న్

Organization suffixes:
యూనివరస్టి, సంసీ , అకడమీ, నురసీ, బాాంకు, ల్లమిటెడ్, కలేజీ,
గరంధాలయం, కరపొరైషన్, కళాశల, ల ైబర
ర ట, రైసో ర్ీ , హో టల్,
రెసీ రెంటల
ా , కంెనీ,.....
Example: [1] మహిళాయూనివరస్టీ
[2] సంస్రిటిిదాా఼ట్
Context features
Every language uses some particular patterns which may
acts as clue words and the list of this type of words is called
as context features [18].
Example:
Surname context:
మిశర, సో మగుటలీ, అరమటి, ూత్లటలీ, కనఽగ, తిరవేణి, ూరస,
కదిరస, ుటీ , రశి, చింత్కయల, దొ oగల, బొ డుి,.....
Example: [1] ూత్లటలీ శ్రరరములురెడ్ి డ

Prefix features
Every language uses some particular patterns which
may act as starting words in proper names and the list of this
type of words is called prefix list.
Person name:
శ్రర, అధాక్షుడు, మయసీ ర్, మిస్ట్స్్, మిస్, డ్ాకీర్, శ్రరమతి, సర్,
బేడమ్, డ్ా., గౌరవనీయుల ైన, అదాక్షురలు, దమశ్రర.
Example: [1] మిస్ అనిత్
[2] మయసీ ర్ విశినాధ్ ఆనంద్
Morphological features
Indian languages are rich in morphology. Words are
inflected in various form depending on its number, tense,
person, case, etc., Root word identification is very difficult
in Indian languages especially Telugu [9].
Example:
(Common noun)
[1] ఆవులతో 

[2] అరమటి ఈశిరమమ
Abbreviation form of person:
యస్.వి.ఆర్.ఆర్, వ.ై యస్.ఆర్,

[2] తెరెస సంసీ

ఆవు

(With cows) root word
.యస్.ఆర్,

యన్.టి.ఆర్,

ఎ.యన్.ఆర్, ,యస్.యస్,.....
Middle name context:
చందర, రమణ, గోనుల్, కిష్ా, లక్ష్డమ, నురితి,.....
Example: [1] రమ చందర శస్ి ి
[2] రమ్ గోనుల్ వరమ
Relational context:
మిత్రరడు, బాబాయ్, అమమ, నానన, నిన, మిత్రరరలు,
ెదుననన, ెదుమమ, అత్ి , మయమ,......
Location name:
గరమం, టనం, జిలయా, నగర్, కలనీ, మందిరం, మందిర్, మయల్,
సార్ మయరెెట్, మయరెెట్, సార్ మయల్,ఆప఼స్,.....
Example: [1] బిరా మందిర్
[2] బాలయజి నగర్

[2] రమయరవుతో 
(with ramarao)
[3] నలల
ా రునఽండ్డ 
(From Nellore)

+

లు

number

రమయరవు

+

root word
నలల
ా రు
root word

+

తో

case marker
తో
case marker

+

నఽండ్డ
case marker

4.4.2. Using CRF
Many CRF algorithms like CRF Suite, CRF++,
FlexCRFs, MALLET, HCRF library, Wapiti, etc., are
available. We train the algorithm with some trained data and
it also maintain word handler for unknown words and
disambiguation rules [10].
CRF++ (used in NER, IE, Text chunking) is a
simple, customizable and implementation of CRFs for
segmenting / labeling sequential data. The first version of
CRF++ is CRF++ 0.1 released on 28-05-2005 and the latest
version is CRF++ 0.58 released on 13-02-2013 [7].
4.4.3. CRF learn command
% crf learn template_file train_file model_file
Where template_file and train_file are the files you need to
prepare in advance. “crf learn” generates the trained model
file in model_file [13][7][12].
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the test data you want to assign sequential tags. This file has
to be written in the same format as training file[7][12]

4.4.4. CRF test command
% crf test –m model_file test_file
where model_file is the file crf learn creates. In the testing,
you don’t need to specify the template file, because model
file has the same information for the template. Test_file is

5.

ARCHITECTURE:

The architecture of the project shows entire flow of our
NER using Hybrid approach[16][17].

Fig1: Named Entity Recognizer Architecture
6. INPUT AND OUTPUT
Input:
నా టరు స్ంధఽ. నేనఽ యస్ియునివేరస్టిలో చదఽవుత్రనాననఽ.

మయ హెచ ోిడ్డ టరు వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ సర్.

యస్ియునివేరస్టి తిరుతిలో ఉంది. నేనఽ మయ గెైడ్ హృబెర

Step 2: Tokenization
నా | టరు |
స్ంధఽ

బేడమ్

కంద

నురజెక్టీ

చెసి ఽనాననఽ.మయ

హెచ ోిడ్డ

టరు

వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ సర్. మయ కళాశల 8:౩౦క ముదలవుత్రంది.
Step1: divide file into sentences
నా టరు స్ంధఽ.

మయ కళాశల 8:౩౦క ముదలవుత్రంది .
|

.

నేనఽ | యస్ియునివేరస్టిలో | చదఽవుత్రనాననఽ | .
యస్ియునివేరస్టి |
నేనఽ

|

మయ

తిరుతిలో
గెైడ్ |

|

|

హృబెర |

ఉంది

బేడమ్

నేనఽ యస్ియునివేరస్టిలో చదఽవుత్రనాననఽ.

నుో ర జెక్టీ | చెసి ఽనాననఽ | .

యస్ియునివేరస్టి తిరుతిలో ఉంది

మయ |

నేనఽ మయ గెైడ్ హృబెర బేడమ్ కంద నుో ర జెక్టీ చెసి ఽనాననఽ.

మయ | కళాశల | 8:౩౦క | ముదలవుత్రంది

హెచ ోిడ్డ

|

టరు |

| .

వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ

| కంద |

| సర్
|

| .

.
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Step 3: If tokens directly match with dictionary, assign
as noun
స్ంధఽ
(noun)
తిరుతి

(noun)

హృబెర

(noun)

వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ

(noun)

Step 4: Otherwise, do stemming.
యస్ియునివేరస్టిలో[svuniversitylo]

-

లో[lo]



యస్ియునివేరస్టి [svuniversity]
(noun)
తిరుతిలో[tiruapatilo] – లో [lo]  తిరుతి[Tirupati]
(noun)
8:౩౦క[8:30ki] – క[ki] 8:30

(noun)

Step 5: If the noun match with NER list then assign its
tag, otherwise use NER features and Disambiguation
rules
స్ంధఽ

(Person name)

తిరుతి

(Location name Vs Person name)

యస్ియునివేరస్టి (Organization name)
హృబెర

(Person name)

వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ

(Person name)

8:30

(time)

Step 6: Still have ambiguity and unknown words, and
then go for CRF
తిరుతి
(Location name)
Output:
స్ంధఽ

(Person name)

తిరుతి

(Location name)

యస్ియునివేరస్టి (Organization name)
హృబెర

(Person name)

వంకటసఽబాారెడ్ి డ

(Person name)

8:30

(time)

7.

ALGORITHMS

7.1. Algorithm for Noun Identification
Step1: Read input text file and split into sentences
Step2: Read each sentence and split into tokens
Step3: Read each token
Step4: For each (token) Loop
check with Telugu dictionary
Step5: If direct match with dictionary then
assign noun
Step6: else if no match with dictionary then
check with suffix list for nouns
Step7: if suffixes are found and root is found in
Telugu dictionary then
assign noun
Step8: else if suffix matches and root is not found
then token may be noun
Step9: else if token ending with consonant then
the word may be loan word
assign noun
Step10: else
assign the category “unknown”
End loop
7.2. Algorithm for NER Identification
Step1: Read list of nouns identified by above
Algorithm 7.1
Step2: Check gazetteer lists for NER features
Step3: For each (noun) Loop
If suffix features found then
assign NER tag
Step4: else if prefix features found then
assign NER tag
Step5: else if context features found then
assign NER tag
Step6: else if found in NER list then
assign NER tag
Step7: else
assign “Miscellaneous word”
Step8: If ambiguity is found then
Call disambiguation rules
Remove ambiguity
Step9: Else if still ambiguity and unknown words
found then
Call CRF
Step9.1: Generate a template_file and train_file for
Each token
Step9.2: Train file by using command:
% crf learn template_file train_file model_file
Step9.3: Test file by using command:
% crf test –m model_file test_file
End Loop
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8.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig5: Uploading input file into NER system
Fig2: GUI for Named Entity Recognizer

Fig6: Output by Named Entity Recognizer
9.
Fig3: Dictionary and Gazetteer lists are loaded

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This Named Entity Recognizer uses Hybrid approach
i.e., combination of Rule based approach and one of the
Machine learning technique, Conditional Random Field and
it categorize universally accepted entities i.e., Person name,
Location name and Organization name and give 91% -94%
accuracy. Future work is to improve accuracy to 100% by
using high standard dictionaries, gazetteer lists and the most
accurate algorithms.
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